Nwocoin is a cryptocurrency,
deployed on Binance Smart
Chain (BSC BEP-20).

Introduction
Nwocoin (NWO) is a meme cryptocurrency,
deployed on Binance Smart Chain(BSC BEP-20).
Nwocoin is an experimental digital currency that
enables instant payments to anyone, anywhere
in the world.

Services
Nwocoin is a meme and secure
and anonymous cryptocurrency,
built with a focus on privacy.
We are Planning to create an
environment that accepts any
credit or debit card from VISA or
MasterCard. This option may be
very useful and Creates a
community and projects that
attract more investment.
Nwocoin is a digital virtual
currency that uses cryptography
for security.

Nwocoin Project
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was developed as a means of utilizing solidity-based smart contracts with
much greater speed and efficiency than other, competing chains. With decentralized exchanges on BSC
offering lightning-fast swaps and extremely low fees, BSC has started to become one of the most widely
used blockchains for Decentralized Finance (Defi). BSC uses a token protocol developed by the
BinanceTeam called BEP-20. Known for 5 second block speeds much faster than doge with 1 minute
block speeds. These 2 articles compare block speed:

Advantages of the Binance smart chain are:
It’s a proprietary blockchain, which will provide security and safety to all users and developers.
Its native dual chain interoperability will allow cross-chain communication and scaling of highperformance dApps that require a fast and smooth user experience. It’s EVM-compatible and will
support all of the existing Ethereum toolings along with faster and cheaper transactions.
Its on-chain governance with Proof of Staked Authority consensus, built on 21 validators who validate
the transactions, will provide decentralization and enable significant community involvement.

Secure Storage
Your wallet must be secured. Metamask or Trustwallet makes it possible to transfer value any where in
a very easy way and it allows you to be in control. Most popular cryptocurrency wallet for those looking
to transform the financial system right from their pocket. Cash instantly with anyone in the world.
Nwocoin investment opportunities exist outside of simply speculating on the Nwocoin exchange rate.
sell Nwocoin and profit from extreme changes. We are Planning to create an environment that accepts
any credit or debit card from VISA or MasterCard. This option may be very useful.
Colorful icons and illustrations
share marketing messages at a
glance and catch the eye easily.
While illustrations are open to
interpretation, icons convey
universal meanings, making
them powerful visual
communication tools.

How much Nwocoin exist?
Toyal Supply:

500,000,000,000,000 NWO

Circulating Supply:

500,000,000,000,000 NWO

Reward token:

Wrapped BNB 3%

Leadership Team

Quotes

Quotes

we are proud of our great
team. He is one of the most
motivated and enthusiastic
people we have, and is always
ready and willing to help out
where needed.

Founder Nwocoin and leading
Nwocoin project, he is a doctor
and especiazed marketing
social and producer with a big
number of successful
entrepreneurships under his
name over the last 10 years.

Quotes
The use of crypto-currencies
has become more widespread,
and they are now increasingly
accepted as a legitimate
currency for transactions.
Bitcoin is the first ever
cryptocurrency and is used like
other assets in exchange for
goods and services.
Send, receive, and exchange
Bitcoin, Ethereum, & Bitcoin
Cash instantly with anyone in
the world. Securely buy and
sell bitcoin alongside your
already safely stored
cryptocurrency.

Nwocoin (NWO)
Nwocoin stands firmly in support
of financial freedom and the
liberty that Bitcoin provides
globally for anyone to voluntarily
participate in a permissionless
and decentralized network.

Nwocoin.org
Nwocoin is a cryptocurrency, deployed on
Binance Smart Chain (BSC BEP-20).

